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REGI O I.{AL O RGANIZATI O NTS

ANTD DEVELOPMEI.{T
IN LATINAMERICA

Andrés Malamud

Introduction

There is no established convention for the designation of"developecl" and "developing" coun-
tries in the United Nations system. However, some of its agencies, as well as other international
organizations, have created categories that can be used as proxies. For Latin America, the picture
is grim: on-ly Argentina and chile are ranked "very high" in the uNDp Human Develop-
ment Index (2016), only Chile and Uruguay are considered as "high-income economies" by rhe'World Bank (2017), and no Latin American country is deemecl to be an "advanced econonry"
by the International Monetary Fund (2017).To the dismay of nationalists, the Commonweafth
ofPuerto Rico is included in all three top groups. Apparently, economic integration with the US
has contributed more to development than nation¿l independence and regional integration -
even though Puerto Rico is less developed than the 50 US states. Low levels of development (as

conventionally understood) in Latin America are due to a combination of causes, some of which
are rooted at the national level while others ¿re related to the failure ofregional organizations.

In South America, notes Mazzuca (2077),income per capita is fìve times larger than in rropi-
cal Africa but five times smaller than in the advanced North Atlantic economies. This makes of
the region neither a poster child nor a basket case as regards economic development. Mazzsca
(2017:18) points to political geography as the main reason rhereof

Some countries in South America could have followed the economic path that Aus-
tralia and New Zealand initiated in the mid-19th century. such a path was not fol-
lowed because of the way in which national boundaries were demarcated. The key
legacy of the process of border demarcation was twofold: on the one hand, the creation
of two territorial colossuses, Argentina and Brazil, that were dysfunctional combina-
tions of subnational economies; on the other, the emergence of smaller countries that
were not powerfui enough to become the engine of development for South America
as a whole, Even though some small countries originally had viable economies, as was
the case of Chile and Uruguay, they were in fact hurt by the dysfunctional economic
nature oftheir giant neighbors.

The two iargest economies were dysfunctional because a highly productive core region
coexisted with a larger backward periphery which drained resources in exchange for political
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supporr. Although Mazzuca's analysis is focused on South America, he explicitly allows for its

.*rån*o" to the rest of Latin America, with Mexico in an equivalent position to Argentina and

l'azíl,andCosta Rica occupying a similar place âs Chile and lJruguay. Since regional organíza-

ionr.un be decoded as politicalþ organízed geograplry,Mazzuca's analysis of political geography

a, .nubl"r or obstruction to development is very timely - though not unconttoversial. His

lrgu*"ntthat dysfunctional national integration arrested both national and regional develop-

n'ãrr, op.nr the door to rr;vo rival hypotheses. The optimistic hypothesis posits that national

ãysfunctionalities can be overcome through efiìcient regional complementation; the pessimistic

on. ,,rgg"u, that national dysfunctionalities doom regionai cooperation, as the collective can-

no, o.rido its constitutive parts. Latin American states have apparently decided in favour of the

optimistic hypothesis, and they have accordingly tried to pursue national development through

regional organízttion at least since the mid-2Oth century. The paranr.ount institution behincl

,ti, go¡ was rhe IJN sponsorecl Economic Commission for Latin America (today ECLAC),

established in Santiago, Chile, in 1948'

Regional tools for develoPment

There are three recognized sources of development: accumulation of human, physical, and social

capital; investment in innovation; and political institutions. Regional organizations ¿re instances

ofthe last câtegory; therefore, it is relevant to understand how political institutions promote

development. fn.y ao so through three mechanisms: "government credibiliry legal protection

and enforcement, and public good provision. These factors âre tantamount to selÊrestriction,

restriction of others, and enabling of others respectively" (Arias,2015: 421) - or, to simplift

democracy, rule of law and public goods.

Each of the mentioned factors can be disaggregated for analytical pilrposes: democracy

encompasses checks and balances, universal franchise, and competitive elections; the rule of law

guarântees properry rights and contract enforcement; and public goods include interstate peace

and security, larger fìnancial and trade markets, and connectiviry infrastructure such as energy

and transportation, Regional organizations in Latin America can be evaluated according to the

degree to which they have addressed these issues.

Democrøcy

Initiaily, democracy was neirher a goal of nor a condition for regional integration. Both the

Latin American Free Trade Association (LÀFTA) and the Central American Conrmon Market

(CACM), created in 1960, jnciuded non-democrâtic governments âmong their founding mem-

bers. Moreover, neither of then mentioned the word "democracy" in their foundational treaties.

Economic development and regional integration were conceived of as purely technical issues, in

complete isolation from the type of government of the member stâtes and the decision-making

procedures of the newly established common institutions.

Only after the third wave of democratization, which in Latin America began in 1978, did

the link between regional organizations and dernocracy emerge. In the early i990s, the issue of
democracy took centre stage in the three main Latin American blocs. In Mercosur, the founda-

tional treaty was signed only after Paraguay got rid of its long-time dictator, President Stroessner,

and joined previously democratized Argen tina,BrazíL, artd Uruguay in 1991 . At around the same

rime, between 1989 and 1990, the Andean Communiry was revived through the establishment

of a new body, the Andean Presidential Council. The connection of the new institution with

democracy was made evident when it suspended Peruvian membership in the wake ofPresident
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Fujimori's 7992 autogolpe - or self coup,which ironically means rhe opposite as Fujimori dis*
solveci congress so thât he could holcl power unchecked. In Central Anierica, pacifìcation and
democratization led to the institutionahzation of presidential meetings in |96t,t.r,rrfo.roinl
the CACM into the Central American Integration System (SICA). By the mid-1990s, all ,uUl
regional organizations in Latin America had turned from complete indiflerence to full commit-
ment to democracy. The time was ripe for the next step:the development of democratic clauses.

Democratic clauses are the operative instrunent of democratic conditionaliry. In turn, denr-
ocratic conditionality is a strategy developed by some international organizations to induce
candidate and/or member states to compiy with their democracy standards. SICA signed the
Framework Treary on Democratic Security in 1995,which promoted democracy and the rule
of law in all the member states; Mercosur adopted a democratic clause through the Ushuaia
Protocol in 1998; and the Andean Communiry did alike through the Additional prorocol
to the Cârtagena Agreement in 2000. They were crowned by the Inter-American Demo-
cratic Charter, adopted on 11 September 200i by a special session of the General Assembly of
the Organization of American States held in Lima, Peru. However, several studie, hr¡r" qu.r-
tioned the effectiveness of democratic conditionalities in generai and of democratic clauses in
particular.

A{ier analysing three cases in the European union, schimmelfennig, Engert, and Knobel
(2003; 515) conclude "that the impact of democratic conditionaliry h", t..., marginal, bur not
irrelevant." Domestic conditions, i.e. governmental cost-benefìt calculations, âppear to be more
important for compliance than reinforcenent by reward. Governments and state elites were far
more decisive for effectiveness than societal conditions or transnational channels. This is coin-
cident with the conclusion arrived atby Yan der Vleuten and Ribeiro Hoflrnann (2010:737),
who found out that' in the EU, Mercosur and the South African Deveiopment Communiry
violations of democratic principles sometimes go unsanctioned. They argue that the enfor.ce-
ment of a democratic clause depends on whether "intervention ,.ru", ih. ieopoiitical, dornestic
political or material intel'ests of regional leading powers, or if pressure by a third-parry with a
matching identity increases the reputational costs of non-intervention" þ1 der Vleuten and
Ribeiro Hofünann, 2010:755). They conclude in a reaiist vein: in rhe absence of external pres-
sure, "the interests of the regional leading power explain the behaviour of a regional orgunir^-
tion" ffan der vleuten and Ribeiro Hoftnann, 20ro:755).This fìnding anticipated why the
inrpeachrnents of Paraguay's Fernando Lugo in 201,2 and. Brazil's Dilma Rouss eff in 201d pro-
voked different regional reâctions: whiie both Mercosur and UNASUR suspended paraguay's
membership, they did not even convene to discuss the events that took place in Brazil.

Closa and Paiestini (2015) have taken a step further to show thar, in Larin America, rhe adop-
tion of democratic protection mechanisms by regional organizations has not contributed per
se to clemocratic consolidation. Instead, the performance of those mechanisms ..is tied to the
interests of governments that are both their rule makers and their enforcers in concrete political
crises" (Ciosa and Palestini, 2015: 8). Hence, governmenß design a democratic clause to mini-
mize its probabiliry to escape their discretionary controi, so it ends up enforcing regime stabiliry
rather than democracy. Closa and Palestini suggest that this bias in favour of the incumbent
governments is not exclusive of the organization they study, i.e. UNASUR, but structural to the
link between regional organizations and democracy in Latin America.

At the regional level, several organizations have established some kind of parliament or par-
liamentary assembly (Malamud and De Sousa,2007). In some counrries, among which various
member states of SICA, the Andean Communiry and Mercosu¡ parliamentarians are popularly
elected' However, in no case have these parliaments legislative authoricy. Regional decisions are
made by consensus ofthe national executives.

Andrés Malømud
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Two conclusions are in order. First, Latin Àmerican regional organizations have evolved from

democratíc inclifference to democratic protection, but their effìcacy as guarantors of national

democracy has been low at best. Second, as long as such thing as regional democracy exists, it is

rooted exclusively at the national level.

Rule oflaw

Well-defìned and protected properry rights incentivize innovative entrepreneurship, while con-

tract enforcement prevents parties from failing to honour their contracts (Arias, 2015: 425).The

crucial agents to perform these tasks are the courts oflaw.

Several regional courts exist in Latin America. The Inter-American Court of Fluman Rights,

established in 7979,belongs to the Organization of American States system and is focused on

limiting state ârbitrariness towards individuals rather than guaranteeing properly rights and con-

tract enforcement or adjudicatin¡ç in conflicts between states. The latter functions are purport-

edly performed by three subregional rather than hemispheric courts: the Court ofJustice of the

Andean Community (founded in 1979), the Central American Court ofJustice (which was in

operation between 1907 and 19t7 and was reestablished in 1991), and Mercosurt Permanent

Review Tribunai (inaugurated ín 2004). Of these multi-purpose tribunals, the most deeply

scrutinized has been the Andean Cou¡t.
,{ccording to Helfer, Alter, and Guerzovich (2009:45),"the Andean Tribunal ofJustice is

one of the most active international courts in a world increasingly populated by internationâl

courts and tribunals," Its agenda is dominated by disputes relating to trademarks, patents, and

orher intellectual properry rights, which within the Andean Community are regulated at the

regional rather than the national level. Helfer, Alter, and Guerzovich (2009: 8) fincl that the Tri-
bunal "has contributed to building an effective rule oflaw for intellectual properry in a region

of relatively weak national legal systems." This has created economically valuable and enforce-

able private properry rights and has increased national agencies'fideiiry to the rule oflaw. They

conclude that,as a result of its more than 1,400 rulings,"intellectual properry protection in the

Andean Community looks different than it does elsewhere in Latin America" (Helfer, Alter, and

Guerzovich, 2009:46), having established what they enthusiastically ca17"a rule-oÊlaw island."

They only temper their enthusiasm to admit that the growing ideoiogical differences that divide

the member states "have hampered efforts to adopt new regional laws and enabled the United
States to negotiate with Andean countries bilaterally. In these one-on-one settings, the United
States possesses far greater leverage to pressure each country to adopt policies that favour Amer-
ican interests" (Helfer, A1ter, and Guerzovich, 2009:47). Notably enough, the European lJnion
adopted the same one-on-one setting when it accepted that a bi-regional agreement be signed

only by Colonrbia and Peru tn2012, to the exclusion of Bolivia and Ecuador (the latter of
whichjoined in2017).

Mercosurk Tribunal has been far iess active than its Andean counterpart. Indeed, it issued

only six infringement proceedings and three preliminary rulings between 2005 and 2072, after

which it did not produce any further rulings. Neither fìrms nor individuals are allowed to resort

to the Tribunal, which is only accessible to the governments and courts of the member states.

The most resounding case that the Tribunal had to hear regarded the suspension of Paraguay

after the ousting of President Lugo, in 2012. -Ihe plaintiff claimed that the measuÍe violated

Mercosur's norms, while the clefendants argued that the Tribunal had no competences to inter-
vene, as the issue was political and not judiciable. The justices (or more accurately arbiters, as the

five Tribunal members are not judges according to Mercosur reguiations) settled the dispute

with a decision that split the difference between the largest states . . . and the court itself. First,
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the Tribunal decided in favour of its own conpetence to adjuciicate on cases such as the one at
hand, as Paraguay contended. But subsequently they decidecl that Paraguay's allegation did not
meet the necessary legal requirements, and so it was declined, Two jurists that drafted a report to
be presented before the lJruguayan Councii for International Relations assessed that the politi-
cal will of the largest members had prevailed over Mercosur's law, signalling thar the bloc lacked
"a working juridical system" that provided it with "legal security, . . . instirutional stabiliry, . , . and
international credibiliry" (Arbuet-Vignali and Vignali Giovanetti, 2012:30).Mercosur proved ro
be a politically nrinded organization rather rhan a communiry of law.

The contrasting cases of the Andean Court ancl Mercosur's Tribunal depict South America
as a region in which the protection of properry rights and legal enforcernent are not only
parcelled and heterogeneous, but also probably in decline. In some cases, the reluctance ofthe
courts to enforce regional regulations is due to the notion oftheir own vulnerabiliry:asjudges
ânticipate that national governments will not comply with the court's rulings, they prevent insti-
tutional embarrassment by not issuing any, These conditions âre not auspicious for development.

As regards the degree oflegal security provided by regional organizations, Arnotd (2017)
points to a further problem: non-incorporation, In most Latin American arrangements, joint
decisions do not enjoy direct effect or direct applicabiliry: in order to enter ínto force, all regula-
tions should be internalized by every menr.ber state according to their domestic provisions. This
means that no regional norm, even those adopted by unanimiry can be enforced until it has not
been ratified by the last member state, In Mercosur, for example, two-thirds of the directives
require incorporation, and only half of them have obtained it. Why do member states approve
agreements in the regional bodies and then fail to validate them domestically? Arnold blames
defective behaviour on the gap between the reward from signing agreements and the costs of
implementing the ensuin¡¡ poiicies.'Whatever the cause, the result contributes to further eroding
the lega1 predictabiliry ofthe bloc.

Public gooils

Regional organizations are expected to provide three main rypes of public goods: interstate
securiry enlarged markets, and physica-l infrastructure. The fìrst good aims at peace,the second
ât scale, and the third at connectiviry.

Interstate security
.While 

Central America had a record of domestic and interstate violence until very recently,
South America has not witnessed interstate wars between major powers since 1883, and alto-
gether since 7942 (Kacowicz,2}O1;Mares,2001). These factors have ied to two ourcones: fìrst,
not survival but development has become South American states' top prioriry; second, high
politics has been conducted through diplomatic rather than military means. Given a historical
low level ofintra-regional exchanges, regional public goods have been usuaily defined on the
negative, mostþ as the avoidance of harmful externaiities. No country in the region has been
capable ofeither forcing or buying oflits neighbours alone, so âcring hegemons have tradition-
ally been extra-regional actors. The correlation of forces among the rnajor powers, namely
Argentina andBrazll, was balanced until the 1980s, and mutual distrust as much as the scarcify
of extra-regional threats prevented them from builcling a joint securiry architecture. However,
the balance of power hacl already started to tilt towards Btazll,andby 2000s it became evident
that bipolariry rÃ/as no ionger an apt description of the regional stare of afnairs (Martin, 2006;
Schenoni, 2012).Oily then did Brazi| start to invest in the creation of a governance framework
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to keep the region stabie ancl extra-regional powers away. Brazil's "low late and soft investment

irr r.egional security governânce is explained by a combination of low regional threats, insuf-

fìcient narional capabilities, a iegalistic culture of dispute settlement, and the participation in

ffansgovernmental networks that substitute for, or subtly underpin, interstate cooperation ând

rcgíina1 insrirutions" (Malarnud and ATcaíi2,2017:18).Indeed, illegal activities have promoted

,"iion^t integration more effectively than state strategies, as drug traflìcking, smuggling, and

.o-rrrption - as the Brazilian criminal investigation known as Car Washr has unearthed - create

more trans-border activities than states can ïegulate or sanction. It is no surprise then, as Merke

clatms (2017:148), that security cooperation has concentrated on preventing regional public

bads rather than providing regionai public goods.

Enlørged market*

Sysremaric thinking and political advocacy for Latin American integration set foot when

Argentine economisr Raúl Prebisch was appointed director of the UN Economic Commission

forlatin Anrerica (today ECLAC) in 1948.In 1950 he published The Economíc Deuelopment of

I-atin America and its Principal Prolslems,which became a cornerstone of the region's economic

thinking and inspired the integration projects that were launched in the following three dec-

ades. Berween 1964 and 1969, Prebisch served as the founding secretary-general of the United

Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)'

ECLAC aimed at the enlargement of national markets through the creation of a common

marker. The coalition of technocrats and reformist politicians 1ed by Prebisch considered that

economic cooperation was the only means to overcoming traditional dependence on primary-

commodiry export trade. As the heretofore model of development - import-substittltion

industrialization (ISI) - was reaching its limit of exhaustion within the national markets, larger

markets entailing economic diversifìcation and technological modernization were necessary to

advance further development flffionczek, 1970). Other accounts also mention the creation of

the European Communiry as triggering the integrative efforts, on grounds that the resulting

trade diversion was damaging Latin Arnerican countries that were primary-commodiry export-

ers (Mattli,1999).
ECLAC'S drive for integration came about in two waves. The first one saw the establishment

of LAFTA and CACM in 1960; the second led to the creation of the Andean Pact (later Andean

Community or CAN) tn 1969 and the Caribbean Communiry (CARICOM) in 1973. A third

wave took place later, as the transitions to democracy developed from the 1980s onwards, and

saw the crearion of the Common Market of the South (Mercosur) and the relaunching of both

the CACM and the CAN. Labelled "open regionalism," âs they aimed to combine regional

preference with extra-regional openness, these processes reached an earþ success and most of
them are still in existence - whether slightly or radicaliy changed. Yet, none achieved its initial

objectives.

If Santiago de Chile-based ECLAC was the think tank where it all started, its ofnspring soon

crossed the Andes and installed its headquarters in Buenos Aires. The Institute for Latin Ameri-

can Integration (INTAL) is a unit of the Inter-Arnerican Development Bank (IDB) created in

1965 as a research, consultancy, and diffusion agency. Under the aegis of IDB president Felipe

Herrera, it launched a series of publications that were to become the most important vehicle of
reflection on Latin American integration for decades.

Most of the INTAL production followed ECLAC's historical-structuralist approach, a

framework that included a great deal of conceptual innovations: centre-periphery relations,

deterioration in the terms of trade, structural imbalance of payments, structural inflation and
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Andes and loosely incarnatecl in the Bolivarian Alüance for the Peoples of Our America (Span-

i5þ acronym ALBA), promoted "assertive srate management vis-à-vis both foreign and domestic

investors, populist redistribution, and increasing reliance on non-market financial transactions"

(Armijo, 2013: 95). Brazil's project covered the middle ground, promising to unite South Amer-

ìca rhrough the "creation of continenr-wide physical infrastructure and capitalist financial mar-

kets, while retaining an ongoing role for public sector banks responsive to central gove1'nment

oriorides" (Armijo,2013:95). The collapse ofVenezuela's economy, the ousting of the'Workers'
'e^rry 1., Brazil, and rhe advent of Donald Trump ied to the breakdown of the three projects.

The most recenr creation as regards capital markets is the Latin American Integrated Mar-

ket (Spanish acronym MILA). This program integrates the stock exchange markets of Chile,

Colombia, Mexico, and Peru, the founding members being the Lima Stock Exchange, the San-

tiago Stock Exchange, and the Colombia Stock Exchange. MILA has become Latin Americal

largest stock exchange, surpassing Brazil's Bovespa. It aims to develop an integrated capital mar-

ket through providing investors with a greater supply ofsecurities and larger sources offunding.

It works under the umbrella of the Pacifìc Alliance, a four-member but open-to-enlargement

organizatton aimed at freeing trade and enticing extra-regional investment.

Plty si cal infr ø str u ct ur ê

Transport costs in Latin America are generaliy higher than in other developing areas. The region

lags behind "in rerms of adequate roads and railways as well as in port and airport efÏìciency"

(Nolte, 2OI7:5).Connectiviry in infrastructure, energy, and telecommunications has been pro-

moted by two major projects: the Initiative for the Integration of the Regional Infrastructure of
South America (IIRSA) and the Mesoamerican lntegration and Deveiopment Project (Portales,

2017:308).
It is conmonly accepted that densify, distance, and division are key to economic devel-

opment. Densiry is understood as the spatial concentration of economic activify; it tends to

reinfor.ce itself because of home market effects, as companies concentrate in places that feature

relatively large markets, reducing their unit costs and generating a surplus output that is exported'

Distance is about cost and time to communicate and to transport intermediate and fìnal goods.

Division captures tariffand non-tariffbarriers, for instance fluctuating currency exchange rates.

Distânce and division can be summatzed as transport cost. Development policies aim to boost

densiry overcome distance, and end division. As a first step of regional development, the reduc-

tion oftransport costs - or, the impact ofdistance and division - reinforces leading areas because

econonric âctivities concentrate there at medium transport costs. As a second step' transport

costs become so low that companies can choose their location accorcling to considerations of
factor endowrrent. This generates economic impulse for peripheral areas'

These two-step processes start from geoeconomic nodes, defìned as geographic cores ofeco-

nomic networks. There are fr,vo countries in Latin America whose scale and location allow them

to perform the role of a geoeconomic node: Brazii for South America and Mexico for Central

America. This explains the existence of the two iarge subregional projects.

Following an invitation by BraziiT President Fernando Henrique Cardoso, all 12 South

American presidents met for the first time in Brasilia on 1 September 2000.'With the presence

of the IDB and CAF presidents, they agreed on a blueprint for the coordination of energy,

telecommunication, and transport policies. They icientified 12 development axes and founded

IIRSA as a loose intergovernmental initiative, a technical forum for cooperâtion on regional

infrastructure that coordinates investment in projects that physically interlink the South Ameri-
can counrries.lJnril 2014, the IIRSA portfolio reached US$ 130 biilion and a total of 544
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unemployment, deveiopment planning, and regional integration (Bielschowsky, 1998). How-
ever, INTAL provided a more pluralist environment ancl was influenced by events that ECLACì
founders could not have foreseen such as the oil shocks, the end of the Cold 

.War 
and, more

recently, the emergence of China. INTALT dealing with integration has been done through the
prism of the economy, mainly focusing on trade and investmenr. Aithough not blind ro polirics,
its grasp is chiefly technocraric.

In terms of development, the performances of regionai development banks have been crucial.
The role of these institutions is usually underestimated, even in Europe (Clifton, Díaz-Fuentes,
and Góme2,2017).In Latin America there are two main cases: the Inter-rq,merican Develop-
ment Bank (IDB) and CAF - Development Bank of Larin America.

The IDB was established in 7959 to finance development in Latin America and the Car-
ibbean. The idea of a development institution had been suggested at the First Pan-American
Conference, in 1890, to back the creation of an inter-American system, but it was bor.n almost
70 years later as a result of the initiative of Brazil's PresidentJuscelino Kubitschek.Wirh head-
quarters in Washington, DC, it works under the aegis of the Organization of American States
(OAS). The Bank is owned by 48 sovereign states, which are its shareholders and members. Only
the 26 borrowing countries are able to receive loans.

CAF is a development bank established in 1970 within the framework of the Andean Pacr,
though it later expanded much beyond CAN. Today it is owned by 19 countries, 17 of which
are in Latin Anrerica and the Caribbean plus Spain and Portugal, as well as 13 private banks. It
promotes sustainâble development through creclit operations, non-reimbursable resources, and
support in the technical and financial structuring ofprojects in the public ând private secrors
of Latin America. Its establishing a€lreement was signed in Bogotá, Colombia, in 1968, but its
headquârters have always been located in Caracas, Venezuela.

Although national rather than regional, there is another lending institution that has had a

great role in promoting development in the region: the Brazilian National Development Bank
(BNDES)' Accorcling to Hochstetler (2014), the BNDES saw dramaric increases in its fìnancial
resources for lending afier 2005. The bank was "internationalized" to finance exports and sup-
port foreign direct investments ancl other international economic activities, while at the same
time keeping"many of the bank's resources inside Brazil or tightþ linked ro Brazilian firms"
(Hochstetler, 2014:360). While BNDES loans are not accompanied by traditional, inrrusive
conditionalities, "they âre strongly conditioned on the use of Brazilian firms andlor products to
access fundin¡¡. As such, they follow the logic of Bnztlian development needs as much or more
as those of their recipients" (Hochstetler,2014:360).

Henderson and Clarkson (2016: 43) further erode the belief that, "by pooling resources ro
address such common international economic issues as development funding and financial cri-
ses, regional fìnancial organizations contribute to economic stabiliry." Instead, South American
organizations have seen their effectiveness limited by the economic asymmetry oftheir member
states' The research findings suggest that, as regards the regional gianr, unilateral and bilateral
financial initiatives have brought PlraziI"fu more significanr economic and political resuks rhan
have regional fìnancial organizations" (Henderson and Clarkson, 2016:43).

Until 201'4, when Operation Car Wash revealed a regional scheme of corruption centred
on national oil giant Petrobras, Brazilt approach to regional finance had looked better than its
two competitors. On the one hand, the "free market-oriented project of the U.S. envisioned
extension of a NAFTA-like regulatory framework hemisphere-wide, promising Latin Ameri-
câns better fìnancial services, credit, and investment in exchange for strong financia1. properfy
protections and [. . .] reduced financial policy space for their governmenrs" (Armijo, 2013:95);
on the other, Venezuela's vision of"Boiivarian" fìnance, exported to the Caribbean and upper
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"""hilirv, and partly due to resource scarciry and poor management, regional organizations have

"*"frfrí"*abut national levels of development have remainecl low and, above all, heterogeneous

l.l"rl."r""tes. The larter feature testifìes to the negligible impact of regional organizations, as

ii'rrr r|n existence was intended to promote convergence and smooth differences' None of the

,nr". ,.;r."r of development, namely democracy, rule of law, and public goods' have shown to

ñniî a major imPact'
"'"-Árhorgh ro¡1. b.li"u. that regional organizations have strengthened democracy, either by

to.ting itl,r ut country level or by democratizing their own procedures, the reverse effect is

ãor. ãri¡f.. oenocrarizarion ar the nationâl level was a key factor behind the renewal of South

¡*.rl"rn integration in the 1980s. In Central America, in contrast, Dabène (2009) has made

tt 
" 

ptrrriUt. ,rgu-..t, that regionai organizations fostered national democracy in the 1990s'
"'- 

Å, ,o the rule oflaw, regional regulations and tribunals are rarely seen by foreign investors or

lo.d ug"nt, as drivers of legal protection and contract enforcement' Indeed,investment in the

,.*i"""t, usually committed under the umbrella of foreign courts or of the International Centre

foi S.rrl"-.nt of Investment Disputes (ICSID). Although Mercosur and the Pacifìc Alliance's

-.-b"r, have enjoyed initial reputation boosts, as investors use "the company states keep" as

n.xy at a coLlnti's willingness to honour its sovereign debt obligations (Gray, 2013), the ro11-

.r.onr,., of Latin American regionalism looks like a burden rather thân asset'

concerning public goods, interstate securiry has occasionally been strengthened by actions

taken within regional organizations. However, there were three limitations to these actions. First,

they were mortþ reactirre and concentrated on avoiding public bads (such as the escalation of

interstate dirp,rt", üke the one involving Colombia and Ecuador in 2008) lather than creating

public goocls (positive peace). Second, they were effective to deal with conflicts among smaller

,trt., ,rth". than large powers. Third, localized geopolitical tensions have remained unsolved'

creating additional barriers to integration (see the case of Bolivia and Chile,who share several

.oll..ti r. memberships but hold no bilateral diplomatic relations). Regional organizations have

also been unable to promote enlarged regional markets' This was mostly due to extra-regional

developments rather than regional malfunction: as intra-regional interdependence is low all

through Latin America, extra-regional markets have more leverage for both imports and exports

than rieighbouring markets. Finally, physical infrastructure has received a moderate boost in both

South and Central America, esp.cially as regards tfansport - energy and communications lag-

ging well behind. However, investment in waterways and land roads has not only been inchoate

inir"g"rr,.d, it has also been focused on moving commodities across and out of the region

rather than promoting intra-regionâl exchanges and value chains'

Should trade and investment opportunities for Latin America remain dependent on extra-

regional poles such as China 
"nd 

th. US, and should intra-regional threats remain low, regional

orlrnirriiorm will continue to be marginal as drivers of development. However, an unexpected

op-port.rniry looms in the horizon: if itlicit activities such as smuggling; drug trafficking, and

transnational corruption keep growing, the Latin American states may fìnd it necessary to

deepen regional cooperation ir ord., to face the new threats. Paradoxical as it might look,

informal unlawful integration could be at the root of further formal integration'

Notes

1 Al1egedly the largest in world history Operation Car'Wash has beeu conr¡rauded by Brazilian Gderal

¡uagî Sergio Moä since 17 March ZOt+.lthas led to the conviction of top businessmen and politicians,

irr.i.rdinffor-er President Lula, and indirectly to the impeachment of President Dilma Rousseff'

2 This section contains fragments from Malamud (2010)'

3 l;nreferenced data in thii section come from Scholvin and Malamud (2014).
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projects' The development axes Mercosul-Chile and Peru-Brazil-Bolivia are the largest, with ¿
respective investment share of 39 and 22% of the total IIRSA investment. The remaining axes
cover the rest of South America, ranging fì'om the southern Andes to Guyana's highlands.

As concerns energy cooper¿tion, accomplishments have been extremely modest. physical
integration, and thus Brazii's geo-economic nodality, remains mostly rhetoric. The Gran Caso-
ducto del Sø¿ which Venezuelan president Hugo Chávez envisaged in 2005 as a giant network of
gas pipelines across the continent, was stillborn. Brazii's pipeline nerwork itself has only recently
been interconnected nationwide. Its focus lies on the exploitation of untapped resources i;
the Amazon Basin and Atlantic Ocean, not on regional trade. The Bolivia-Brazil natural-gas
pipeline GASBOL connects Santa Cruz in the east of Bolivia with Porto Alegre and São parllo
in Brazil; other than that, there are only minor cross-border pipelines, which link Argentina,
Bolivia, Chile, and Uruguay as well as Colombia and Venezuela.

With regards to trade in electricity, the potential of further integrarion looks equally dim.
Experts of the Latin American Energy Organization (OLADE, 2003) state that Argentina and
Brazil possess a realistic transfer potential of 5,000 mega\¡r'arts, which equaJs only 4% of Brazilt
installed capacicy. Argentina and Chile were expected to reach transfers of not more than 500
megawatts; so were Brz;zil and Uruguay. Colombia and Ecuador, as well as Ecuador and peru,
were predicted to transGr 250 megawatts bilaterally. Further publications by OLADE projected
scenarios of regionai cooperâtion but fell short of recording major accomplishments.

Palestini and Agostinis (2018) investigated why South American functional cooperation
emerged in the absence of economic interdependence and market-driven demand. In their
view, the phenomenon "can be explained largely by the articulatio n of a regíonal leadership and
its effect on the convergeîce of stdte preferences" (Palestini and Agostinis,2013:46). However,
there was variation in policy outcomes:while Brazil's undisputed leadership on transport infra-
structure turned this policy area relatively successful, divergent state preferences and Venezuela,s
defiant leadership turned energy integration unsuccessful. In 2009,IIRSA was incorporated
into the South American Council of Infrastructure and Pianning (Spanish âcronym COSI-
PLAN). This is one of UNASUR's 12 ministerial councils, and its creation has meant no boosr
whatsoever for IIRSA.

The seed of the Mesoamerican Project was sowed at around the same time as IIRSA, when
Mexico's President Vicente Fox announced the Puebla-Panama Plan on 72 March 200i. After
several changes and merges that took social concerns into consideration, the Mesoamerica Inte-
gration and Development Project was launched in 2008 by the presiclents of Colombia, Mexico,
and Central America as a technical instance for cooperation and integration in the region. The
Dominican Republic was raken on board the following year.

The Project is organized around foúr economic axes, which constitute the vertebral, and fìve
social axes, best defined as sideshows. Funding is provided by the IDB, CAE and the Central
American Bank for Econor.nic Integration (BCIE). According to the Project website, its port-
folio included 107 operations between 2008 and 2015:most of them (48) involved transport,
followed by trade facilitation and competitiveness (25) and energy (20). The overall investmenr
came to around $3 billion. Independent assessments of the Project's performance are difTìcult
to fìnd, but slight improvements in the transport and energy infrastructure of the region have
been registered.

Recapitulation and prospects

The contribution of regional organizations to Latin American development has been slight
at best. Partly due to the prioritization of other goals such âs national sovereignry or regime
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